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Abstract: Derivatisation of activated carbon produced from agricultural biomass into organo-mineral
hybrid sorbent is shown to have the potential to produce porous material for chemical separation
applications. To prepare the organo-mineral composite by intercalation reaction within the kaolinite matrix,
the pre-expansion of the lamellar structure of kaolinite with urea was accomplished. The FT-IR spectra
of the intercalated compound confirmed extensive hydrogen bonding and the formation of the N-H….O-Si
bond. Insertion of activated carbon into the expanded inter lamellar structure of the kaolinite, following
the thermal decomposition (250<C) of urea in the urea-kaolinite complex was made possible by formation
of C-Si-O bond. The resulting carbon-aluminosilicate composite (hybrid sorbent) has ASTM adsorption
capacity of 926mg/g determined for benzene from aqueous phase Freundlich adsorption isotherm. The
yield of the carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent per unit weight of activated carbon was 60%. The
synthesis strategy opens a new door for using solid-intercalation methods to prepare novel carbon-
aluminosilicate complexes for industrial applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Hybrid sorbents which are also referred to as
nanocomposites is a new class of composites that are
particle-filled polymers for which at least one
dimension of the particles is in the nanometric range
(1-100nm)[1,2,3]. Amongst the potential composite
precursors, those based on clay and layered silicates
have gained more attention probably because the
starting clay materials are easily available[1].

Deposits of clay materials are widely distributed
in Africa, especially, Nigeria[4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. Regardless
of the extensive use of clay in industrial processes,
more information about its use in hybrid sorbents is
still required. Apart from the porous material’s
potential for gas storage, catalysis and chemical
separation applications, the synthesis strategy opens
a new door for using combinatorial methods to
prepare novel types of carbon-aluminosilicate
complexes[13]. The ability to modify clay minerals by
insertion of an inorganic or organic guest species
into the interlamellar region opens up a range of
potential uses for these materials[1]. 

The morphology and size of kaolinite particles
are considered to influence its surface area and
plasticity, which are important indexes for its

industrial application[14,15].
Carbon-clay composite can be produced by ball

milling[16], but hybrid sorbent from carbon and clay
may be produced by intercalation of the clay
structure with the 0.6708nm activated carbon
granules which is admitted into an expanded basal
spacing of 1-1.2nm. The aluminosilicate used in this
study is a deferrated kaolinite[17] from Kankara, in
Nigeria. Activated carbon was prepared from
Sorghum straws by phosphoric acid activation[17]. 

The kaolinite interlayer region can react with a
small group of organic and/ or inorganic materials,
a process called intercalation[18]. Van der Waals
forces between the aluminol and Si-O groups link
adjacent lamella to each other and frequently make
the intercalation processes difficult[19]. Molecular
compounds cannot be intercalated directly into
kaolinite, because it requires initial opening of the
clay sheets[1]. This process, generally, implies the
prior intercalation of precursors such as dimethyl
sulphoxide (DMSO)[20,21,22]; urea [23,24,25] or acetamide
[26]. Intercalation of the kaolinite with organic
molecules results in an expansion of the clay in the
c axis direction. The hydroxyl groups in the kaolinite
structure are very sensitive to the presence of
molecules in the interlayer, and the formation of new
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hydrogen bonds can be followed by techniques such
as infrared spectroscopy[27]. Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy offers the possibility of simultaneous
and almost instantaneous recording of the whole
spectrum. 

In this study, urea was used to effect the
expansion of the interlayer spacing of the oxalic acid
washed-kaolinite because, the decomposition
temperature of the urea-kaolinite complex is low
(190°C)[24] and thus made the substitution of carbon
for urea in the intercalated complex easier following
the heating of the mixture of activated carbon with
the complex at 250°C.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Reagents: All the chemicals used in the experiments
are analytical grade and they were used without
further purification.

Intercalation of Urea into Kaolinite: The kaolinite
clay employed in this study was deferrated by oxalic
acid extraction and characterized by FT-IR. 1g of the
deferrated clay was soaked in 2% urea solution, in a
250cm3 conical flask and corked. The mixture was
heated at 65°C and stirred for 80 hrs on magnetic
stirrer until the white solid content swelled to visible
mass. The resulting solid was dried in the oven,
maintained at 45°C for 180hrs to remove the residual
urea solution. The urea intercalated kaolinite (Urea-
K) (Urea-aluminosilicate composite) was kept in a
dessicator containing silica gel as dessicant, prior to
Fourier Transform Infra Red (FT-IR) analysis. 

Synthesis of Carbon-aluminosilicate Hybrid
Sorbent: To synthesize the carbon-aluminosilicate
hybrid sorbent (C-Clay), 2g each of Urea-K and
activated carbon from sorghum straws [17] were
pulverized in a porcelain crucible and heated in SXL
muffle furnace at 250°C to ensure the decomposition
of urea in the Urea-K complex, and incorporate
carbon.

Characterization: FT-IR spectroscopy was carried
out using a NICOLET IR100 FT-IR spectrometer.
The KBr discs were prepared in each case by screw
press, from 10% kaolinite, Urea-K, and C-Clay
respectively mixed with dry KBr. Analyses were
performed in the transmission mode in the 400-
4000cm-1 range.

Adsorption Test: To determine the adsorptive
capacity of the carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent
produced, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.6mg of the carbon
composite were used for the adsorption of benzene

(BDH, specific gravity 0.879kg/dm3) from aqueous
solutions containing 87.9mg benzene in 100cm3

contained in 250cm3 conical flasks. The 250cm3

stoppered adsorption flasks were shaken on Griffin
flask shaker at room temperature of 29°C, for 2hrs
[31]. The mixture in each flask was filtered by suction
through a sintered glass crucible and the different
filtrates were collected and analysed quickly, using
Cole 7506 UV spectrophotometer with quartz
cuvettes at a wavelength of 250nm. Standard
solutions of benzene were used for calibration. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ft-ir Analysis of Deferrated Clay: The deferrated
Kankara clay is characterised by signature O-H
stretching pattern with bands at 3694, 3653 and 3621
cm-1 in the FT-IR (Figure 1). These absorption
frequencies are consistent with the bands of OH-
stretching pattern assigned to kaolinite by Capitaneo
et al.[1] and Saikia et al.[28]. The stretching frequency
of the internal hydroxyl group of kaolinite was
assigned to the band at 3621 cm-1. This band was
less influenced by the acid treatment during
deferration[12], compared to the other O-H bands at
3694 cm-1 and 3669 cm-1 respectively. The broad
peak at about 3443 cm-1 was assigned to the Si-O
with adsorbed H2O molecules. This broad band was
substantially reduced by the acid wash. The vibration
at 1080 cm-1 which was assigned to Si-O band
diminished after acid treatment. The weak bands at
937 and 915 cm-1 due to surface O-H (Al-O-H) also
diminished following the acid treatment. The iron
impurity (goethite) showed characteristic O-H bends
at 922 and around 860 cm-1. The spectral region
between 800 and 750 cm-1 (Si-O-Si, Si-O) indicated
high sensitivity of the acid treatment on the clay
structure and delamination of the clay. 

The delamination of clay by organic acids was
earlier reported by Ambikadevi and Lalithambika [29].
This delamination which enhances the surface area of
the clay may also be the reason for the slight
decrease in intensity of the weak Si-O band around
472 cm-1.
 
Ft-ir Analysis of Urea Intercalated Kaolinite:
Intercalation of the deferrated kaolinite with urea
took place via the formation of bonds between the
NH2 groups of the urea and the siloxane surface of
the kaolinite. This was confirmed by the broad band
at 3200-3600 cm-1 in the FT-IR spectra of the urea-
aluminosilicate complex (urea-kaolinite) (Figure 2)
which shows the interaction of NH2 groups with the
oxygen on the basal tetrahedral layer of the kaolinite,
through the protons of the urea. This model is
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further supported by the band at 3876.72 cm-1 which
was ascribed to the interaction of NH2 groups with
the OH in the siloxane layer. The frequencies at
2008.2, 2181.48, 2317.56, 2471.24, 2676.89 and
2808.05 cm-1 were assigned as the stretching
frequencies of the internal OH group of kaolinite that
were not much influenced by the inter-lamellar
modifications. The C=O stretch in CONH2 was
assigned the band around 1623.77-1700 cm-1. This
signal may have overlapped the absorption band for
H2O in kaolinite. The intercalation of urea into the
kaolinite structure was further confirmed by the
absorption band at 1457.15 cm-1 which was visibly
absent from the FT-IR spectra of the deferrated
kaolinite. The shift in the Si-O and Si-O-Si
frequencies from 1033-1107 cm-1 in the kaolinite, to
1035.07-1150 cm-1 in the urea-kaolinite complex also
confirmed the intercalation of urea into the kaolinite
structure. This is consistent with the simple model of
intercalation reaction of polar organic molecules into
kaolinite as reported by Slonka[23]. Upon intercalation
of urea, the intensity of the broad band at 912 cm-1

in the deferrated kaolinite, was diminished and
another band of lower frequency appeared at 910.69
cm-1. This is due to an attractive intercalation
between the NH2 of the urea and the surface OH
group of kaolinite via hydrogen bonding [23,30]. 

The retention of the silicate/gibbsite paired layers
was confirmed in the urea-kaolinite complex, by the
Al-Si-O (500-555.34 cm-1), Si-O-Si (700-800 cm-1)
and Si-O (400-500 cm-1) bands in Figure 2. The
yield of the carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent per
unit weight of carbon was 60%.

Ft-ir Analysis of Carbon-aluminosilicate Hybrid
Sorbent: The intercalation of the kaolinite with
activated carbon did not pertub some of the OH
groups in the kaolinite. The FT-IR spectra for the
carbon-aluminosilicate composite (carbon-kaolinite)
(Figure 3) indicated characteristic signature OH
stretching pattern of kaolinite at 3683.97-3621 cm-1. 

The band at 3400 cm-1 in Figure 3, which is
also characteristic of OH in the kaolinite is a
modification of the broad band at 3200-3600 cm-1 in
the urea-intercalated complex. This band was also
found to be present in the FT-IR spectra of the
deferrated kaolinite, thus confirming the presence of
the kaolinite matrix in the carbon-aluminosilicate
hybrid sorbent. The strong band at 2935.11 cm-1

appears to be the modification of the band at
2715.27 cm-1 in the spectra of the deferrated
kaolinite (Figure 2) and suggests the interaction of
kaolinite with carbon. The sharp and strong band at
1584.58 cm-1 is therefore assigned to the absorption
band for the C-O-Si in the carbon-aluminosilicate

hybrid sorbent. This band is similar to C-O-C band
for ether at 1070-1150 cm-1. The vibrational
frequency of Si-O around 1033-1080.15 cm-1 in the
deferrated kaolinite was shifted to 1030.12 cm-1 in
the carbon composite, probably by the new
vibrational mode of the C-O in the C-O-Si bonds. 

The vibrational frequency of the surface OH in
kaolinite at 912 cm-1 was also shifted to 922.14 cm-1

following the intercalation of carbon into the
kaolinite. The absorption band around 674.81-784.73
cm-1 in Figure 3 also represent the modified Si-O-Si
(697-790 cm-1) to Si-O-C. The silicate/gibbsite
structure in the carbon-kaolinite hybrid sorbent is
evident from Al-Si-O and Si-O vibrational
frequencies at 536.86 and 461.83 cm-1 respectively in
the carbon-kaolinite composite. It is therefore
concluded that at 250<C the activated carbon were
intercalated into the expanded inter lamellar structure
of the kaolinite, following the thermal decomposition
of urea in the urea-kaolinite complex. The thermal
decomposition of urea intercalated into the kaolinite
produced NH3, in addition to other gases as reported
by Tsunematsu et al.[24]. 

Adsorption of Benzene by Carbon-aluminosilicate
Hybrid Sorbent: In kaolinite, the crystal units are
held together by hydrogen bonding. The internal
surface area is low and the total surface area is
almost entirely external. The intercalation of the
kaolinite with activated carbon increased the total
surface area and produced carbon composite with
high adsorptive capacity (926mg/g), as deduced from
the aqueous phase, Freundlich adsorption isotherm of
benzene on the novel carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid
sorbent (Figure 4). The isotherm was extrapolated
and the equation of the line (y=10.53x) was used to
estimate the adsorption capacity of the carbon
composite by calculating (y), the amount of benzene
adsorbed (mg/g) that corresponds to (x), the initial
amount of benzene (Co) before carbon treatment. 

This value termed [x/m]Co represents the amount
of benzene adsorbed when the carbon is in
equilibrium with the influent concentration. The
[x/m]Co is the ultimate capacity of the carbon-
aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent for the benzene[31]. The
amount of benzene adsorbed per unit weight of
carbon composite was expressed as the difference
between the amount of benzene before carbon
treatment and amount of benzene after carbon
treatment. The results of this adsorption study
indicate the carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent as
superior to activated carbon from sorghum straws
which indicated adsorption capacity of 667mg/g for
low molecular weight compounds [17]. The present
study also confirms the superiority of organo-mineral
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complex (carbon–aluminosilicate composite) from
kaolinite, over montmorillonite complexes[32] as
adsorbents for non ionic organic contaminants such
as benzene.

Further works may be pursued in respect of the
chemical imaging of the carbon-aluminsilicate
composite in order to gain insight into the
granulomeric structures of the materials. Nitrogen
adsorption studies on the prepared activated carbon
adsorbents and carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid are also
suggested in order to estimate the BET surface area,
pore volume and pore size distribution of the
materials.

Conclusion: It is inferred from the studies that 

derivatisation of active carbon from agricultural
biomass into organo-mineral hybrids has the potential
to produce porous material for chemical separation
applications. The synthesis strategy opens a new door
for using solid intercalation methods to prepare novel
types of carbon-aluminosilicate complexes for
industrial applications.
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Fig. 1: FT-IR spectra of the untreated (UTKC) and oxalic acid leached Kankara clay (ALKC)
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Fig. 2: FT-IR spectral of the urea-aluminosilicate composite

Fig. 3: FT-IR spectral of the carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent
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Fig. 4: Aqueous phase adsorption isotherm of benzene on carbon-aluminosilicate hybrid sorbent
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